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Abstract
Objectives—Within the socio-ecologic framework, diet and physical activity are influenced by
individual, interpersonal, organizational, community, and public policy factors. A basic principle
underlying this framework is that environments can influence an individual’s behavior. However,
in the vast majority of cross-sectional and even the few longitudinal studies of this relationship,
the question of whether individuals select their area of residence based on physical activity-related
amenities is ignored.
In this paper, we address a critical methodological issue: self-selection of residential location,
which is generally not accounted for, and can significantly compromise research on the
relationship between environmental factors and physical activity behaviors.
Method—We define and discuss the problem of residential self-selection in the study of
neighborhood influences on health and health behavior, review methods used to control for
residential self-selection in the literature, and present our strategy for addressing this potentially
important source of bias.
Conclusion—Existing research has built our understanding of residential self-selection bias, but
important gaps remain. Our strategy uses data from a longitudinal cohort study linked to
contemporaneous environmental measures to create a multi-equation model system to
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simultaneously estimate residential choice, environmental influences on physical activity, and
downstream health outcomes such as obesity and clinical cardiovascular disease risk factor
measures.
Greater focus on environmental factors is common to most recent examinations of the
obesity and inactivity epidemic (Ogden et al., 2006; Popkin & Gordon-Larsen, 2004). In
light of limited success of individual-level obesity prevention strategies (Sharma, 2006),
evidence that the neighborhood environment is related to obesity, physical activity, and
disease risk (Papas et al., 2007; Wendel-Vos, Droomers, Kremers, Brug, & van Lenthe,
2007) is appealing to public health practitioners. However, despite calls for population-wide,
environmental interventions (Sallis, Bauman, & Pratt, 1998), research on environmental
health determinants is in its infancy, warranting elucidation of methodological shortcomings
in existing research. In this paper, we provide an overview of environmental factors
hypothesized to influence obesity and physical activity within the socio-ecologic framework,
with focus on the socioeconomic and built environment. We discuss limitations to existing
neighborhood health research, followed by a multidisciplinary review of strategies to adjust
for arguably the most serious limitation, residential self-selection. Finally, we present one of
our approaches for addressing residential self-selection in a prospective cohort study of
black and white adults followed over 20 years.
Key Aspects of the Physical Activity Environment
A rapidly growing body of research examines the role of a vast range of contextual factors
in influencing how individuals move throughout the day (Saelens & Handy, 2008; Wendel-
Vos et al., 2007). The socio-ecologic framework (Figure 1) is useful for theorizing and
testing contextual influences ranging across built and socioeconomic environments.
The Socio-ecologic Framework
The socio-ecologic framework describes five interactive levels of influence on health-related
behaviors: intrapersonal, interpersonal, institutional/organizational, community, and public
policy. Historically, health behavior interventions have focused on intra-personal factors
such as knowledge (Haskell et al., 2007) and motivation (Marcus & Owen, 1992), inter-
personal factors such as influence of a spouse’s behavior (Gorin et al., 2008), or
organizational factors, such as workplace supports like onsite fitness equipment (Pratt et al.,
2007).
While neighborhoods include inter-personal influences (e.g. social support, social cues), the
majority of neighborhood health research focuses on the socioeconomic and built
environments (Ball, Timperio, & Crawford, 2006; Popkin, Duffey, & Gordon-Larsen, 2005).
The importance of multiple levels of influence in public health (Diez-Roux, 2000) has been
recognized in the past decade, starting with research showing increased coronary heart
disease incidence associated with living in a disadvantaged neighborhood, independent of
individual socioeconomic position (Diez-Roux et al., 1997). While each level can be
influenced by any other level, public policy can potentially influence all levels and is
arguably the ultimate goal of most neighborhood health research (Lee & Moudon, 2004;
Sallis et al., 2006).
The Built and Socioeconomic Environments
The built environment is a major component of community design comprised of aspects
such as buildings, transportation systems, parks, and greenways. It is a particularly
promising target for improving population health due to its apparent influence on physical
activity and hence chronic disease prevention, as well as existing linkages with local
policies.
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Researchers have found relatively consistent relationships between physical activity and
urban sprawl (Ewing, Brownson, & Berrigan, 2006), alternatively referred to as
“walkability” (Frank, Schmid, Sallis, Chapman, & Saelens, 2005), incorporating street
connectivity measures, land use mix, housing density, and block lengths or retail floor area.
Associations between physical activity and pedestrian and biking infrastructure such as
sidewalks and bike lanes have been mixed (Giles-Corti & Donovan, 2002; Krizek &
Johnson, 2006). Physical activity is related to access to recreational resources such as parks
or physical activity facilities in youth (Gordon-Larsen, Nelson, Page, & Popkin, 2006) and
adults (Diez Roux et al., 2007; Giles-Corti et al., 2005). Retail destinations such as shops
and restaurants within walking distance are also correlated with walking behaviors (Handy,
Cao, & Mokhtarian, 2006; Krizek & Johnson, 2006).
The socioeconomic environment, comprised of economic factors (e.g., poverty rate) and
social factors (e.g., racial composition or crime and safety), is related to physical activity,
obesity, and disease in existing research (Rundle et al., 2008; Wen, Browning, & Cagney,
2007).
Dynamic Interactions between Levels of Influence
An environment perceived to be rich in activity opportunities can lower the perceived
burden of engaging in physical activity (intra-personal factor), act as a visual reminder to be
active, or enforce activity as a cultural norm (inter-personal factors) (Sallis et al., 1990).
While perceived environment measures are not addressed in our research, we assume that
any causal influence of the objective environment on physical activity occurs at least in part
through perceptions of the environment (Sallis & Owen, 2002), thus involving both intra-
and inter-personal level factors.
Further, the dynamic relationships among socio-ecologic framework levels imply that intra-
and inter-personal factors influence community-level exposures, through changes in the
environment around stationary residents, residential mobility, or some combination of the
two. By way of simple example, the first mechanism would occur if the city opened a new
basketball court in response to demand by community members. The second mechanism
would occur if those motivated to exercise choose to move into neighborhoods with parks or
close access to fitness facilities. The latter example describes one major criticism of
neighborhood health research and the focus of our study: residential self-selection (Oakes,
2004). In other words, due to concerns about self-selectivity, understanding of whether
additional or improved recreation options will enhance activity patterns in any selected
neighborhood is limited.
Limitations of Current Research
While “new urbanist” and Smart Growth principles (Rodriguez, Khattak, & Evenson, 2006)
are already applied in community planning, policies and existing practices designed to
encourage physical activity through environmental changes will remain without a solid
scientific evidence base until key methodological and conceptual research gaps (Diez Roux,
2001; Oakes, 2004) are filled. Most research has been conducted in samples with limited
racial and ethnic diversity and derived from confined geographic areas, limiting
generalization of findings as well as variability in environmental measures. Heterogeneity of
relationships by gender, race/ethnicity, or life stage has been largely ignored. Further, the
literature is largely cross-sectional, which is particularly vulnerable to bias due to residential
self-selection. Thus, studies of built environment-health relationships in large,
demographically diverse samples residing in diverse environmental contexts and followed
over time are needed.
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Several of these limitations are related to observational study designs (Oakes, 2004). While
randomized controlled trials that experimentally assign families or amenities to
neighborhoods (Cummins, Petticrew, Higgins, Findlay, & Sparks, 2005) may help to
address these limitations, experimental assignment of neighborhoods (or neighborhood
characteristics) is not often financially or politically feasible. Therefore, we focus on
advancements in statistical adjustment methods, availability of richer, longitudinal
environmental datasets, and innovative study designs that have, and can continue to, vastly
improve the validity of observational studies.
In the next sections, we discuss residential self-selection, what we consider the most serious
limitation to existing research, and approaches used to adjust for it. We refer readers to two
excellent reviews on residential self-selection in the context of travel behavior: Bhat and
Guo discuss several adjustment methods for control for residential self-selection and present
their own simultaneous modeling strategy (Bhat & Guo, 2007), and Mokhtarian and Cao
review methodologies used to address “attitude-induced” residential self-selection
(Mokhtarian & Cao, 2008). Our discussion builds on these reviews by incorporating
perspectives from health research using epidemiologic and econometric methods.
Residential Self-Selection: A Major Research Gap
Potential bias due to residential self-selection has been identified as the primary limitation in
built environment research (Diez Roux, 2004) and is of particular concern in cross-sectional
studies which predominate the existing research. That is, selection of a neighborhood may
be related to both the neighborhood exposure and the health outcome of interest.
A frequently overlooked point is that bias can result if factors driving residential selection
are either directly or indirectly related to the exposure and outcome. In the context of built
environment effects on physical activity, bias due to a direct relationship will result if
already physically active individuals select neighborhoods based on their activity-supporting
amenities. As an example of indirect relationships which may lead to bias, low income
families may choose a neighborhood based solely on the affordability of housing; if these
neighborhoods also contain inadequate physical activity resources and the families are less
physically active (Gordon-Larsen et al., 2006), the built environment–physical activity
relationship can be overestimated. Put simply, positive relationships between the built
environment and physical activity can be attributed to (1) the effect of the environment on
physical activity, (2) the effect of propensity for physical activity, or characteristics related
to physical activity, on residential choice, or (3) both.
Formally, consider the following model of physical activity (PA) as a function of vectors of
environmental exposures of interest (E), sociodemographic characteristics (S), measured
residential preferences (P), and unmeasured or unmeasureable characteristics that are related
to PA (U). ε is an error term assumed to be random.
(1)
Typical analysis of associations between the built environment and physical activity include
PA, E, and S using traditional multivariate adjustment of common sociodemographic
measures. Some studies include P, which capture self-reported residential preferences that
may influence residential choice. However, U is unmeasured and is thus omitted from the
model, and variability in PA explained by U must be relegated to the error term in the model
to form a composite error ε*=β4U+ ε. This is permissible if U is unrelated to E, S, and P.
However, if ε* is correlated with the independent variables, standard estimation methods
will lead to biased estimates of the built environment variables coefficients (β1) while also
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potentially distorting the estimates of the remaining coefficients in the equation (β2 and β3).
Understanding these complex inter-relationships is essential for obtaining precise, robust,
and unbiased estimates of neighborhood effects (Duncan & Raudenbush, 2001).
Components of U related to selection of a neighborhood may include unmeasured
preferences for neighborhood characteristics related to physical activity amenities or other
features such as schools, proximity to work or family, or other factors. These components
lead to residential self-selection bias, described as unmeasured confounding by
epidemiologists and unobserved heterogeneity by economists (Zohoori & Savitz, 1997).
Direct Evidence of Residential Self-Selection
Largely, the literature on environmental determinants of physical activity and obesity treats
residential decisions as exogenous factors. However, the strong roles of race/ethnicity and
income in residential selection are well documented in migration and residential mobility
(Ioannides & Zabel, 2008; Sampson & Sharkey, 2008) and housing selection (Nechyba &
Strauss, 1998; Song, 2003) research. Self-selection into neighborhoods comprised of
demographically similar households may result in race/ethnic stratification across
neighborhoods, even in the situation of equivalent expenditures (and potentially amenities)
across these neighborhoods (Epple, 2003). Coupled with socioeconomic and racial
disparities in physical activity (Gordon-Larsen, Adair, & Popkin, 2002), the indirect
residential self-selection bias mechanism is well supported. Further, physical activity-related
facilities are inequitably distributed across neighborhoods (Gordon-Larsen et al., 2006).
There is also evidence for the direct residential self-selection bias mechanism. Recent
market surveys support increasing yet varied preferences for traditionally designed
communities (e.g., centrally located retail, alternative transportation infrastructure) (Handy,
Sallis, Weber, Maibach & Hollander, 2008). Consumers who prefer such neighborhoods
might tend to have higher physical activity levels. Indeed, subjects citing access to transit as
an important reason for living in a “transit-oriented development” were almost 20 times
more likely to use rail transit than those who did not cite this reason (Lund, 2006). Likewise,
physical activity and belief that an activity-friendly community will support active transit
are significant predictors of desiring to live in an activity-friendly community (Librett, Yore,
Schmid, & Kohl, 2007).
While these studies provide evidence of residential selection bias, they rely on self-reported
preference, belief, and behavior data which have important limitations. First, residential
choices are determined by a large set of variables such as affordability, convenience, and
proximity to social support networks that may not be articulated by respondents, so reported
preference for activity-supportive communities has limited meaning (Nechyba & Strauss,
1998; Song & Knaap, 2003). Second, preferences are endogenous (in epidemiologic
terminology, confounded by unmeasured variables): unobserved factors such as financial
constraints (i.e. affordability) may influence both self-reported preferences and selection of
neighborhoods with amenities of interest. Failure to control for the endogeneity of
preferences will result in biased estimates for the preference variables.
In contrast, residential selection measured using observed, rather than self-reported data
involves examination of the environments that individuals actually move into, regardless of
their motivations for doing so. Bhat and Guo use such an approach with cross-sectional data,
estimating the utility function for current residential location (a function of built and other
environment attributes) as the first step in a two-part model (Bhat & Guo, 2007). With
longitudinal data, exogenous factors can more easily be identified by using measures
occurring prior to residential selection.
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In particular, the transition from young to middle adulthood captures a period of vast
changes in lifestyle associated with marriage, and children, and career advancement as well
as weight gain and physical activity decline. Longitudinal data across a large number of
residentially mobile individuals and repeated measures of physical activity and built
environment through young and middle adulthood provide a great opportunity to examine
observed residential selection patterns and estimate the magnitude of potential residential
self-selection bias.
Strategies to Control for Residential Selection Bias
Associations between built environment factors and behavioral outcomes have been the
topic of investigations across several fields including urban planning, transportation,
economics, and epidemiology, each with their own methodological norms, culminating in
recent and increased interdisciplinary research (Saelens, Sallis, & Frank, 2003; Sloane,
2006). To adjust for residential self-selection bias, these researchers have taken various
approaches, including longitudinal designs, adjustment for self-reported residential
preferences, adjustment for observed predictors of residential selection, and simultaneous
equation methods.
Longitudinal Designs
The most ideal observational designs are longitudinal, and assess changes in physical
activity in relation to changes in the built environment. For example, using an annual panel
survey that followed households who moved within a metropolitan area, Krizek used first
difference models to estimate change in travel behavior as a function of change in the built
environment resulting from residential relocation. He found that an increase in
neighborhood accessibility was associated with a decrease in vehicle miles traveled (Krizek,
2003). This study design controls for endogenous characteristics (e.g., motivation for
physical activity) that remain constant over time by subtracting out time invariant
components of U in the model above. To illustrate, consider an expansion of Model 1, which
distinguishes variables that change (time variant) from those that remain constant (time
invariant) for individual i over time t:
(2)
S and T are vectors of observed time invariant and variant sociodemographic variables,
respectively. U and V are vectors of unobserved time invariant and variant variables,
respectively. U might include genetic determinants of propensity to exercise, while V might
include desire to actively commute, which may change over time. Associated error terms are
εi (random, person-specific error) and νit (random error for person i at time t). Recall that
because U and V are unmeasured, and the variability in PA explained by U and V is
captured in composite errors εi*=β5 + εi and νit*=β6 + νit, respectively. Model 2 at time 1
subtracted from Model 2 at time 2 yields the following model, which is estimated by first
difference models:
(3)
Time invariant sociodemographics (S), measured preferences (P), and person-specific error
(εi*) subtract out of Model 3. In particular, εi* captures unmeasured time invariant factors,
which will no longer bias the estimates. However, νit*, which may capture unmeasured time
invariant factors, remains in the model. That is, first difference models (and similarly fixed
effects models) are vulnerable to endogenous characteristics that change over time. A recent
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study suggests that this remaining bias is not problematic: the relationship between sprawl
and obesity was completely attenuated when estimated with first difference models (Eid,
Overman, Puga, & Turner, 2008). However, given the complex etiology of obesity, we
might expect stronger, more robust relationships between sprawl and more proximate
measures such as physical activity. While longitudinal analysis in diverse samples and
environmental contexts are greatly needed, there is limited availability of longitudinal data,
particularly time-varying environment exposure data, necessitating innovative methods to
address selection bias in cross-sectional studies.
Control for Attitudes and Preferences
Residential attitude and preference data were used in some of the first studies to address
residential self-selection in cross-sectional analyses. As described in greater detail by
Mokhtarian and Cao (Mokhtarian & Cao, 2008), preference data have been used as control
variables in multivariate models (Handy, Cao, & Mokhtarian, 2005), or to create variables
reflecting dissonance between residential preferences and objective neighborhood
characteristics (Frank, Saelens, Powell, & Chapman, 2007; Schwanen & Mokhtarian, 2005a,
2005b).
While these methods are innovative, they require the assumption that preference measures
capture true preferences (i.e., not influenced by current environment or transportation
behaviors). As we have described above, such assumptions may not hold. In studies of built
environment determinants of physical activity, preferences and attitudes pose problems
beyond those described for residential choice. Many economists view an individual’s
attitudes and preferences as being determined by many of the same factors that determine
physical activity and residential selection. Additionally, reporting errors associated with
self-reported preferences and behaviors are probably strongly correlated: those who value
public transit might be more likely to over-state both their preference for and use of public
transit. That is, unobserved factors (U and V) affect both preferences and physical activity-
related behaviors.
For these reasons, self-reported residential preferences are likely endogenous and thus lead
to problematic interpretation when used as control variables in the prediction of self-
reported physical activity. There is a large literature on the topic of determinants of
preference structure which is outside the purview of this review. Ultimately, it is possible
that controlling for residential preferences may not only fail to correct for residential self-
selection bias but may introduce additional bias due to correlation of errors in reported
preferences and behaviors.
Control for Observed Predictors of Residential Selection
An alternative approach is to control for predictors of observed residential selection using
methods such as propensity scores (D'Agostino, 1998; Rosenbaum & Rubin, 1983), which
attempt to control for non-random selection into a treatment (or exposure) group in
experimental or observational studies, more recently in the built environment literature. For
example, using cross-sectional data, Boer et al. showed that cross-sectional associations
between walkability measures and walking were attenuated after propensity score
adjustment, in some cases near or past the null (Boer, Zheng, Overton, Ridgeway, & Cohen,
2007).
Propensity score methods model “treatment”, defined in this context as living in a
neighborhood with activity-supportive characteristics, as a function of measured covariates.
These strategies model the probability of living in a particular environment, given individual
characteristics. Resulting probabilities (propensity scores) are subsequently used as
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adjustment or matching variables in models predicting physical activity from environment
characteristics. Propensity score methods were developed for binary treatments but can be
expanded to multiple-level treatments. However, these methods are not always easily
implemented. Indeed, Boer et al were forced to conduct a series of analyses comparing
adjacent levels of the built environment measures. Alternatively, predicted probabilities can
be incorporated into weighting variables (inverse-to-probability-of-treatment weighting),
which offer the advantage of accommodating multi-level or continuously scaled
“treatments” (Robins, Hernan, & Brumback, 2000).
There are several advantages of propensity score methods over traditional covariate
adjustment. The balance of covariates can be explicitly verified, and larger sets of covariates
can be included in analysis. In the case of matching and weighting methods, selection bias
induced by conditioning on common effects of the outcome and exposure (e.g. residential
movement) can be avoided (Hernan, Hernandez-Diaz, & Robins, 2004). However,
propensity score methods only control for observed characteristics and assume adequate
measurement of included variables. Therefore, they can control for residential selection bias
only to the extent that covariates included in the treatment models capture determinants of
selection into activity-supportive neighborhoods (Joffe & Rosenbaum, 1999; Oakes &
Church, 2007). Unobserved characteristics correlated with the environment and physical
activity will bias the obtained estimates. Thus, propensity score methods may not fully
address residential self-selection.
Instrumental Variables
Structural equation modeling accommodates endogenous variables by explicitly modeling
error common to multiple equations of interest (e.g., determinants of residential selection
and physical activity). One example is instrumental variables analysis, a traditional
econometric approach to controlling for endogeneity. An instrument is a variable that (i) has
a causal effect on the exposure, (ii) affects the outcome only through the exposure, and (iii)
does not share common causes with the outcome (unobserved characteristics correlated with
the instrument and the outcome) (Hernan & Robins, 2006). While instrumental variables can
be powerful in controlling for endogeneity due to unobserved characteristics, their
effectiveness depends on the validity of the instrument. Violation of criteria ii or iii will
introduce bias to the association between the exposure and outcome, which will be amplified
if the instrument is only weakly associated with the exposure. While the Sargon test assesses
the validity of the instrument, others note that criteria ii and iii are not empirically verifiable
(Hernan & Robins, 2006; Martens, Pestman, de Boer, Belitser, & Klungel, 2006).
Although some may use attitudes and preferences as instrumental variables (Mokhtarian &
Cao, 2008), many economists would argue that these measures are inappropriate instruments
because they are also self-determined and endogenous. In order to meet criterion ii and iii
above, one study used residential preferences (e.g. importance of having a backyard) as
instruments, explicitly excluding travel-related preferences (Khattak & Rodriguez, 2005).
While promising, such preferences may fail criterion iii, since residential preferences and
travel behavior likely share common causes, such as household structure.
Using a different strategy, others use non-transport environmental characteristics such as
racial composition as instruments (Boarnet & Sarmiento, 1998). However, neighborhood-
level race/ethnicity and socioeconomic indicators are strong predictors of various health
measures (Riva, Gauvin, & Barnett, 2007), independent of built environment characteristics
(Rundle et al., 2008), thus failing criterion ii. It is also unlikely that such variables are
exogenous: selection of neighborhoods of varying racial compositions are driven by
complex factors, primarily individual-level race/ethnicity (Sampson & Sharkey, 2008),
which is related to a wide range of behaviors (Kimbro, Bzostek, Goldman, & Rodriguez,
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2008). While Boarnet and Sarmiento’s study focused on automobile trips rather than
physical activity health-related measures, the instruments may be invalid for physical
activity outcomes to the extent that automobile trips are related to active transportation
modes. Indeed, empirical testing showed that the instruments were in some cases invalid,
depending on the specific built environmental feature examined.
In sum, the instrumental variables approach is promising, but introduces the challenge of
identifying a valid instrument. Even if a potential instrument is not explicitly related to travel
behavior (or physical activity), it may not be valid due to complex inter-relationships
between various environmental characteristics and preferences, behaviors, and
sociodemographics.
Full information maximum likelihood (FIML)
Another form of structural equations modeling is FIML methods such as factor and path
analysis (Kline, 2005), which can simultaneously test multiple pathways. For example,
cross-sectional studies of the relationships among residential preferences, neighborhood
characteristics, and behavior show that attitudes and preferences are the strongest correlates
of behavior and neighborhood environment (Bagley & Mokhtarian, 2002; Cao, Mokhtarian,
& Handy, 2007). Given the limitations of self-reported preferences, these findings are
unsurprising. However, as discussed in the next section, FIML will accommodate
longitudinal data and, when theory-driven (Martens, 2005), is a powerful tool for testing
dynamic pathways among individual characteristics, mobility, and neighborhood
environments at multiple time points.
Summary
Each of the above described methods has made important contributions to understanding
residential self-selection bias. Self-reported preference data may capture otherwise
unmeasurable preferences yet may exacerbate existing biases or introduce new ones,
propensity score methods are empirically verifiable yet only capture observed predictors of
residential selection, and instrumental variables can control for unobserved predictors but
identifying a valid instrument has proven to be difficult, particularly with cross-sectional
data.
Our Approach to Control for Residential Selectivity
We will use data from the Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults Study
(CARDIA), a longitudinal study of the antecedents and risk factors for cardiovascular
disease in an ethnicity-, age-, and sex-balanced cohort of 5,115 black and white young adults
aged 18–30 years at baseline (1985). Using GIS, we linked time-varying respondent
residential addresses from four CARDIA study years (1985, 1992, 1995, and 2001) with
contemporaneous data on environmental factors derived from a series of federal and
commercial data bases. Recognizing the limitations of existing methods for adjusting for
residential selection, we will use a behavioral model that focuses on the sequencing of career
and residential choice as a major component, given the changes central to this lifecycle
stage.
In our models, physical activity will be treated as an endogenous factor in this decision-
making process (see review (Bartik & Smith, 1987)). We acknowledge the possible
correlation between built environment variables and the error term that may arise through
endogenous sorting of households across communities. We assume that individuals choose
their place of residence by comparing the indirect utility that they would receive from
alternative locations; the indirect utility will be partly a function of the neighborhood
environment “prices,” such as recreational facilities, inter-connected street networks, and
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cost of living. We will develop a series of equations for location choice, choice variables
relevant to the young- to middle-aged adult such as selection of career and marriage, and
physical activity. We assume that the error terms across these equations are correlated with
each other. Thus, standard estimation methods will yield biased and inconsistent parameter
estimates.
Our solution to the estimation problem is joint estimation of the entire system by FIML
similar to the econometric method developed by Bhat and Guo (Bhat & Guo, 2007) in their
study of the relationship household residential choice and auto ownership levels.
Distinguishing features of our model system include its incorporation of longitudinal data
and simultaneous estimation of physical activity, diet, and downstream health outcomes
including obesity and clinical cardiovascular disease risk factor measures, whereas Bhat and
Guo focused on the cross-sectional relationship between land use and one transportation
measure. Additionally, FIML methods typically require assumptions about the distribution
of unobservables in the equations with multivariate normality being a common assumption.
Bhat and Guo’s method accommodates multinomial ordered response data, and we plan to
use a semi-parametric method that provides more flexibility by not requiring the assumption
of a specific distribution. The discrete factor method is a variant of the Heckman and Singer
method (Heckman & Singer, 1984), shown to work well in models such as these (Mroz,
1999; Mroz & Guilkey, 1995). In particular, we will approximate the distribution of the
unobserved variables associated with the respondent’s original residential location as well as
time varying unobserved individual level characteristics; we will specify a discrete
distribution where the parameters of the discrete distribution will be estimated with the
coefficients of interest. The method has been used with similar modeling problems (Blau,
1994; Guilkey & Riphahn, 1998).
Of course, the use of FIML methods requires statistical identification of the choice of
residential location (and career and marriage choice) and physical activity equations (e.g.,
family background variables such as state level employment related variables and other
similar state, county, and Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area measures). Exogenous
variables unique to the career choice equation may be state level employment related
variables. Exogenous variables unique to the residential choice equations may be other
characteristics of the locations (e.g., access to larger cities, cultural activities, cost of living),
which may not directly affect physical activity. The importance of obtaining more than just
“technical” identification has been well documented in recent literature (Bound, Jaeger, &
Baker, 1995). It is important that the identifying variables have significant impact on the
dependent variables and the explanatory power of the set of identifying variables is
particularly crucial. Our structural model will employ tests by Bound et al. to gauge strength
of identification. Since the model is over-identified, we will also be able to test some
identifying restrictions (e.g., (Davidson & MacKinnon, 1993)).
Conclusion
The rapidly growing field of built environmental determinants of health behaviors and
outcomes is at a crucial juncture. Without better understanding of residential self-selection
bias and improvement of methods to overcome such bias, research on the effects of the built
environment on health will be seriously limited. Our CARDIA Obesity and Environment
database is the first large scale GIS to link community- and individual-level data in both
space and time in a large ethnically diverse sample followed over 20 years. Using these
longitudinal data, we will implement innovative structural modeling that adjusts for
residential self-selection bias, a critical gap in this burgeoning area of research. Our methods
and substantive findings will address major methodological limitations and ultimately
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advance the scientific knowledge base regarding potential environmental interventions to
promote physical activity.
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Figure 1. An Ecological Model of Diet, Physical Activity, and Obesity
Depicts one major pathway linking behaviors to health outcomes; for clarity, direct linkages
of behaviors with body size and clinical risk factors and disease are omitted. Adapted from
model developed at the NHLBI Workshop: Predictors of Obesity, Weight Gain, Diet, and
Physical Activity; August 2004, Bethesda MD
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